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Purpose 

This paper aims to provide the Board with a quarterly update and report on the Road to Zero 
Portfolio, highlighting positive progress, the current trajectory towards our target via the new 
reporting pack, and how we are responding to challenges and opportunities. 

Recommendations 

It is recommended the Board: 

• Note the contents of this update and report 

• Note the revised Median Barrier programme is forecasted to deliver just over half of the 
intended Road to Zero strategic target by 2030 

• Note where Median Barrier cannot be implemented on high risk corridors, speed reductions 
will be used as the default intervention 

• Note continued issues with New Zealand Police delivering their commitments under the 
Road Safety Partnership Programme 

Strategic relevance 

The Government Policy Statement (GPS) on Land Transport recognises road safety as a strategic 
priority and is the primary guide for the investment we make in the land transport system. This is 
further reinforced within Te Kāpehu | Our compass, with improved road safety forming a key part. 
Waka Kotahi has now embedded a Road to Zero Portfolio approach to ensure appropriate 
governance, leadership, monitoring and reporting in order to deliver on our commitments, set out in 
New Zealand’s Road to Zero Strategy and Action Plan.  
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While significant recent progress is being made within the Road to Zero Portfolio, the target of a 
40% reduction in deaths and serious injuries (DSIs) by 2030 (against the 2018 baseline) remains at 
risk.  

Background 

We are now two years into the initial three-year Action Plan (2020-2022) which sets out the priority 
action areas for road safety improvement on New Zealand’s path towards Vision Zero. Waka Kotahi 
is either leading or supporting programmes of work to deliver these alongside Ministry of Transport 
(MoT), NZ Police, ACC and Worksafe.  

These priority actions are aligned to 5 focus areas set out in New Zealand’s Road Safety strategy 
and as shown in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1 Priority Actions under each Focus Area and key delivery Agencies (also includes Council partners) 

The key interventions which deliver direct and measurable DSI reductions are: 

• Police enforcement – enforcement to change behaviours related to restraints, impairment, 
distraction and speed 

• Speed and infrastructure – roll out of safer speeds and Safe System infrastructure  
• Safety Cameras –increase in fixed, point-to-point, red light and mobile speed cameras  
• Safer Vehicles – removal of 1 and 2 star vehicles from New Zealand’s vehicle fleet  

There is confidence that we have the right interventions at the right scale to deliver the 40% 
reduction, however across these activities there is a strong dependency on partners to deliver.  

Current Progress 

The rolling 12-month deaths and serious injuries trendline is currently tracking in line with our 
targeted trajectory. This result has been favourably impacted by COVID-19 due to lower levels of 
travel associated with various Covid lockdown levels.  

While we have strong governance layers and a well-established portfolio approach in place across 
programmes of activity, we are still forming a collective view of what our current actual trajectory is 
at a programme level. Our best estimate based on currently available information is that we are on a 
trajectory towards a 30-35% target, based on a number of underpinning assumptions. This detail 
and a full report is provided in Attachment 1. 
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2022. It is intended to run this survey again in twelve months to gauge the success and shift across 
Waka Kotahi.  

Delivery Mix and Shortfalls 

Speed and Infrastructure Programme 

As per the Safe System hierarchy of interventions, median barrier is the highest order intervention to 
improve the safety of our roads and, while a more costly option, it is necessary, particularly on high-
risk areas of the network, to achieve Safe System outcomes. Within the forecasted SIP programme 
to 2030, there are mix of interventions planned, including median barrier and speed management. 
Projections show a delivery of 587km of median barrier by 2030 against a Road to Zero target of 
1,000km, and a significantly increased amount of Speed Management with 31,359 km forecasted 
against a target of 10,000km. Given the lower roll out of median barrier, speed reductions become a 
necessary treatment, and still results in high-risk areas of the network not being effectively treated. 
While this approach may go some way to achieving the 2030 target, there will still remain a need for 
median barrier to establish a Safe System and meet Vision Zero by 2050, and therefore pushes this 
higher cost intervention need into post 2030 NLTP periods. On regionally strategic rural state 
highways, there is also strong stakeholder push-back regarding speed reductions.  

Treatment:  As part of Vision Zero 2050 modelling, more analysis will be undertaken with respect to 
programme optimisation. The programme will also continue to identify opportunities to implement 
additional transformational Safe System interventions such as median barriers, roundabouts and 
raised safety platforms. 

Policing Programme 

The funding to Police for 2021-24 is $1.243.5B and represents 49% of the Road to Zero Activity 
Class. It is expected combined road policing activities will contribute a 25% reduction to the overall 
target with Police currently some way off from meeting their targets as set out in the RSPP.  

In 2021, COVID-related activities placed strain on Police capacity to meet other areas of demand, 
including road policing. NZ Police have developed the Safe Roads Control Action Group to drive 
delivery against the Safe Roads Control Strategy (released late 2021) which seeks to align 
operational delivery with the Road to Zero and Road Safety Partnership Programme (RSPP) 
outcomes and measures.  

In late 2021 the Road Safety Investment and Delivery Report (Martin Jenkins) was released setting 
out recommendations to strengthen performance under the RSPP. Recommendations have been 
accepted by Ministry of Transport, Waka Kotahi and New Zealand Police.  

A current state assessment has been completed that sought to understand if Waka Kotahi and the 
Police are positioned to deliver on expectations relating to the RSPP. The areas assessed included 
the relationship with Police, aspects of assurance (delivery performance, management of the 
investment, reporting & monitoring), governance and resourcing of the RSPP. 

The current state assessment found that the current arrangements relating to delivery performance 
and assurance of Police and Waka Kotahi will not meet commitments or expectations of either 
organisation and there are opportunities to re-set the approach to the relationship, governance, and 
assurance requirements to drive performance and deliver the desired outcomes. 

Treatment:  Work is underway to sequence the recommendations from the Road Safety Investment 
and Delivery Report alongside previously identified actions developed by Waka Kotahi (and noted 
by the Board in December 2021). These have been developed to drive performance and 
accountability of Police in delivering the RSPP, reflect the size of the RSPP investment and the 
importance of the programme to the Road to Zero outcomes and to ensure Waka Kotahi can 
demonstrate appropriate assurance arrangements for the RSPP investment. 
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The Waka Kotahi perspective on Police performance has been well signalled up to and including the 
Police Commissioner. Engagement with Police on progressing the implementation of the 
recommendations has commenced at the National Headquarters and District level.  

Health & safety, customer/stakeholder & environmental impact 

The impact of this decision is considered by Waka Kotahi to be positive in terms of health and 
safety, the public and other stakeholders, and the environment. 

Attachments 

Attachment 1 Road to Zero Quarterly Report 
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